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Wishing for more hours in the day is an all-too-common refrain.  Our waking hours are spent in 
a tug-of-war between commitments to families, business, friends, communities, and ourselves.  
Too often, the balance is swayed in favor of work, with more and more hours spent at a desk or 
computer screen.  The problem is magnified in this era of 24-hour connectedness; thanks to 
email and smart devices, many people are never really away from work.   
 
To make matters worse, much of our time in the office is spent on things that appear far less 
urgent on second glance.  Instead of confronting our growing deluge of emails, calls, and 
meetings with a rational plan of attack, many of us see no other recourse than working longer to 
try to do everything that comes our way.  Dr. Kathy Murphy, chief executive officer of Chi 
Solutions, Inc. (Chi), found herself falling into this trap.  Seeking relief from the minutiae that 
was taking her away from key priorities and increasingly intruding on her personal time, she 
drew inspiration from methods that make the most of work time rather than simply extend it. 
 
Time Maximization Strategies 

Maximizing time is like tending a garden:  weed out the waste and give what is left standing the 
attention it needs.  While we may be tempted to deal with an overcrowded to-do list by 
completing as many things as possible at once, studies show that multitasking not only divides 
focus thereby increasing the potential for errors, it can have negative effects both on productivity 
and brain function.1,2  A more effective strategy begins with drilling down to truly imperative 
activities.  As Timothy Ferriss puts it, “Being selective—doing less—is the path of the 
productive.  Focus on the important few and ignore the rest.”3  While it may not be quite that 
simple, there are steps that he and others recommend to tackle obstacles to managing our time. 
 
It may have revolutionized life as we know it, but email arguably represents the largest 
distraction faced by businesspeople today.  In a 2012 survey conducted by coaching and training 
firm Apex Performance, two-thirds of respondents reported that they receive 21 emails or more 
per day, and a majority indicated opening their email each time they receive a new message 

1Lapowsky, Issie, “Don’t Multitask: Your Brain Will Thank You,” Inc., April 8, 2013.  Accessed at 
http://www.inc.com/magazine/201304/issie-lapowsky/get-more-done-dont-multitask.html. 

2Lohr, Steve, “Slow Down, Brave Multitasker, and Don’t Read This in Traffic,” New York Times, March 25, 2007.  
Accessed at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/25/business/25multi.html?pagewanted=1&_r=0&en=f2&ex=1332475200. 

3Ferriss, Timothy, The 4-Hour Workweek: Escape 9-5, Live Anywhere, and Join the New Rich.  (New York: Crown 
Archetype, 2009), 75. 
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notification, which equates to looking at their inbox once every 20 minutes.4  Imagine the impact 
when many business executives receive 75 to 100 emails per day.  Coupled with research at 
Microsoft which found that returning to a task after an interruption such as an email took the 
average employee 15 minutes,5 it is plain to see the considerable amount of time we spend just 
dealing with email.   
 
Understanding the toll it was taking, Chi’s Dr. Murphy sought ways to lessen the grip email had 
on her workday.  A logical first step was to employ junk mail filters and unsubscribe from 
pointless mailings in an effort to reduce the amount of unnecessary mail she received.  To take it 
a step further, Dr. Murphy turned to the Microsoft Outlook-based email and task management 
system proposed by productivity expert Michael Linenberger.6 
 
In his system, emails are converted into a task list in Outlook and prioritized according to 
urgency.  With this list properly configured, it is easy to identify critical tasks to be completed 
during the course of the workday and those that can be handled later.  Emails are then removed 
from the Inbox to a single folder where they are tagged by category or to multiple, topic-based 
folders for future reference.  To automate the process, rules can be set up in Outlook that either 
categorize an email or move it to one of the folders when it arrives.  For Dr. Murphy, the latter is 
most useful, as less important emails are removed from the Inbox without intervention for her to 
quickly address in batches as time permits.  The goal is to stop using the Inbox for storage; by 
transforming emails into an ordered task list, we can avoid feeling overwhelmed by a vast and 
random assortment of messages each time the Inbox is opened. 
 
Most time management approaches also recommend limiting the number of times email is 
checked daily.  The consensus appears to be twice per day and never first thing in the morning 
since it can too easily distract from essential tasks.7  “Getting out of my early morning email 
habit was the most difficult thing,” says Dr. Murphy, but once she consistently held herself to it, 
she quickly realized how much her productivity increased.  For most of us, this represents a 
radical departure from the status quo that should be communicated to colleagues to be effective, 
making it clear that email requests will be considered less time-sensitive and anything requiring 
an immediate response should be handled over the phone.   
 
Email is hardly the only problem—conference calls and meetings can be unnecessarily time-
consuming as well.  Aside from their sheer numbers, which should first be reduced if possible, 
the number one problem with conference calls and meetings is a lack of objectives.  They should 
be for decision-making and strategy formulation, not just for endlessly rehashing an issue.  Also, 
a clear, concise agenda should be distributed to participants in advance and a firm end time 
enforced to keep the group on target.8  Refocusing calls and meetings may reduce their duration 

4Apex Performance, “Attention in the 21st Century.”  Apex Newsletter, February 1, 2013.  Accessed at 
http://www.apexperform.com/attention-in-the-21st-century/. 

5Lohr, Steve, “Slow Down, Brave Multitasker, and Don’t Read This in Traffic,” New York Times, March 25, 2007.  
Accessed at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/03/25/business/25multi.html?pagewanted=1&_r=0&en=f2&ex=1332475200. 

6Linenberger, Michael, Total Workday Control Using Microsoft Outlook.  (San Ramon, CA: New Academy 
Publishers, 2011). 

7Ferriss, Timothy, The 4-Hour Workweek: Escape 9-5, Live Anywhere, and Join the New Rich.  (New York: Crown 
Archetype, 2009), 97. 

8Ibid, 102-103. 
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and/or frequency; if everyone knows the expectations and comes prepared, more can be 
accomplished in less time. 
 
When developing a time management strategy, the need for delegation to maintain it becomes 
apparent.  In Dr. Murphy’s case, she recruited her assistant to manage her emails and meeting 
schedule according to her new approach, providing instructions on handling certain items to limit 
the need for follow-up.  Prioritizing the task list may also reveal items that are best redirected to 
others.  Successful delegation involves three key components:9 
 

 
 
Employing these elements can help staff see delegation as collaborative rather than dictatorial 
and provide them with the autonomy to complete activities within a reasonable timeframe 
without feeling overburdened or, worse, micromanaged. 
 
Time freed up by using new procedures to manage and prioritize email, calls, meetings, and tasks 
can now be dedicated to accomplishing the day’s urgent items.  This is best achieved by booking 
time for this purpose on the calendar in advance before someone else can claim it.  Dr. Murphy 
reserves the first two hours of her workday, and more as needed and available, to attend to 
critical duties that may otherwise get pushed aside by scheduled appointments and impromptu 
interruptions.  During this time, she avoids distractions such as checking email or taking non-
emergent calls to ensure she gets things done.  By adopting the above strategies, Dr. Murphy 
estimates her productivity has increased by 20 percent.  And, she has been able to put some of 
her newfound time to a more meaningful use. 
 
Work-Life Synergy 

Work and life outside of it do not have to be in constant conflict, battling each other over our 
most limited resource:  time.  They can be allies rather than enemies, each bringing something 
positive to the other and combining to make us better at both.  Clearly, work teaches important 
interpersonal and problem-solving skills that apply in the world at large.  Equally important, 
however, is how stepping away from work can improve both our attitudes towards it and 
methods for accomplishing it. 
 

9Adapted from Linenberger, Michael, Total Workday Control Using Microsoft Outlook.  (San Ramon, CA: New 
Academy Publishers, 2011), 221-222. 

• Importance of task 
• Why delegate may be appropriate person to do it Communication 

• Sufficient for completion Lead Time 

• Regular and reasonably-spaced to ensure completion Follow-Up 
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With schedules becoming busier, many of us feel that even a few hours off will only put us 
farther behind.  However, those who successfully implement time management often find 
themselves able to take a much needed break to recharge and refocus.  The changes Dr. Murphy 
has made allow her to dedicate at least one afternoon during the work week to volunteering, 
which has given her a fresh outlook that she incorporates into her work.  “Taking the time out to 
have more balance—to get out of my own head—gives me a better perspective on what is 
important in all parts of my life,” she shares.     
 
Research has shown that the type of activity engaged in outside of work can enhance on-the-job 
performance.  For instance, participating in some form of play engages the intuitive reasoning 
and conceptualization abilities of the right side of the brain.  As workplaces become more right 
brain-oriented, shifting from being governed primarily by analytical processes associated with 
the left side of the brain, play has become a valuable job skill.10  Some companies have even 
evaluated potential research and development employees according to whether they have ever 
worked with their hands, which is considered a type of play.11  Innovation and creativity are not 
only fueled by outside-of-work play; it should be embraced on a more widespread basis. 
 
Even within the confines of work, activities outside the traditional business environment can 
encourage new and creative ideas.  For this reason, Dr. Murphy makes a point of incorporating 
outdoor activities, such as hiking, into her internal company meetings whenever possible.  This 
change in venue has energized her team, allowing them to get things done in half the time.  Great 
innovators can see possibilities from wherever they are, not just at a conference room table. 
 
Winning the Time Management Battle 

The time management battle does not always result in an easy victory.  With the unpredictable 
nature of business, employing the approach described above 100 percent of the time may seem 
impossible.  By applying even some of these tactics, though, we can prevent work from gaining 
the upper hand.  As Dr. Murphy has discovered, it requires continued effort and discipline to win 
the fight.  We may never get our wish for more hours in the day, but we can strive to make the 
most of the hours we have. 
 
Suggested Reading  

 Linenberger, Michael, Total Workday Control Using Microsoft Outlook.  (San Ramon, CA: 
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10Pink, Daniel, A Whole New Mind: Why Right Brainers Will Rule the Future.  (New York: Riverhead Books, 2006). 
11“Stuart Brown: Play Is More Than Just Fun.” Accessed at the TED website, http://www.ted.com/talks/stuart_brown_ 

says_play_is_more_than_fun_it_s_vital.html. 
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